
2008 EMPLOYEE BENEFIT QUESTIONNAIRE  

1) The American Society of Pension Professionals an d Actuaries  

Proposals to expand retirement coverage by making p ayroll-deduction retirement 
savings available at work are supported by experts across the political spectrum, 
commonly through payroll deduction “auto-IRA’s”. Sh ould the goal of “auto-IRA” 
legislation in the next Congress be to establish a new standard structure for workers to 
save for retirement? Or to encourage more employers  to establish meaningful retirement 
plans with company contributions? What factors woul d be important to accomplishing 
your goal?  

More than 75 million working Americans – roughly half the U.S. workforce – lack employer-
based retirement plans.  Even when workers are given the option of joining employer-based 
plans, many do not take up the option because it requires considerable work to research plans 
and investment portfolios, and to enroll in the plan.  However, extensive experience with 
automatic enrollment shows that when employees, including low-income employees who are 
the least likely to save, are given easy options to save, they overwhelmingly choose to do 
so. Automatic enrollment in 401(k) plans has increased enrollment rates dramatically. .  
 
Accordingly, Barack Obama has proposed automatic workplace IRAs to dramatically increase 
both the number of Americans who save for retirement and the overall amount of personal 
savings for individuals.  Under this plan, employers who do not currently offer a retirement plan 
will be required to automatically enroll their employees in a direct-deposit IRA account. 
Employees may opt-out by signing a written waiver.  Even after enrollment, employees will 
retain the right to change their savings levels, reallocate investment portfolios or end 
contributions to the account.  Obama’s plan will also make it easier for the self-employed to 
access new easy-to-enroll IRAs.  
 
To minimize administrative burdens on employers, Obama will set up a direct-deposit system 
that is compatible with the existing direct-deposit payroll system that most large employers 
already utilize.  For most firms, offering payroll deduction IRAs will involve little cost since the 
employer will not be maintaining a plan; rather it would be acting simply as a forwarding agent 
for employee contributions.   In addition, Obama will make temporary tax credits available to 
firms to defer the cost of establishing these arrangements. Firms with 10 or fewer employees or 
who have been in business for less than two years will be exempt from this requirement, but 
may take advantage of this low-cost opportunity to offer a convenient saving arrangement for 
their employees if they so choose (and will then be eligible for the temporary tax credits). 
 

This program is projected to dramatically increase savings by low- and middle-income workers 
who do not currently save.   

2) The National Small Business Association  

After years of decline, a minority of U.S. business es are now able to provide health 
insurance benefits for their workers. In addition t o cost containment, insurance market 
changes and subsidies would appear to be necessary if the U.S. is to meaningfully 
decrease or eliminate the rolls of the uninsured. D o you believe these subsidies should 
be directed primarily toward lower-income individua ls or toward employers? Why? How 
could those subsidies best be targeted for a maximu m impact on the uninsured and a 
minimal impact on the federal budget?  
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Barack Obama and Joe Biden will ensure affordable, accessible health care coverage for all 
Americans.  Currently, there are over 45 million Americans lacking health insurance, and 
millions more are at risk of losing their coverage due to rising costs.   Rising costs are also a 
burden on employers, particularly small businesses, which are increasingly unable to provide 
health insurance coverage for their employees and remain competitive.  Nearly two million fewer 
Americans receive health insurance coverage through their employers now compared to eight 
years ago, and this trend shows no sign of slowing down.  It is simply too expensive for 
individuals and families to buy insurance directly on the open market and impossible for many 
with pre-existing conditions. 

The Obama-Biden administration will ensure affordable health coverage for all Americans.  The 
Obama-Biden plan maintains patient choice, and establishes a National Health Insurance 
Exchange with a range of private insurance options as well as a new public health plan to allow 
individuals and businesses to buy affordable and accessible health coverage similar to that 
available to federal employees.   

Barack Obama and Joe Biden understand that too many families that do not qualify for public 
health programs like Medicaid and SCHIP have trouble finding affordable health insurance.  
They know from talking to small business owners across the nation that the skyrocketing cost of 
healthcare poses a serious competitive threat to America’s small businesses.  The Obama-
Biden health care plan will provide tax credits to all individuals who need them for their 
premiums.  They will also create a new Small Business Health Tax Credit to provide small 
businesses with a refundable tax credit of up to 50 percent on premiums paid by small 
businesses on behalf of their employees.  To be eligible for the credit, small businesses will 
have to offer a quality health plan to all of their employees and cover a meaningful share of the 
cost of employee health premiums. Obama and Biden will also require insurance companies to 
cover pre-existing conditions so all Americans, regardless of their health status or history, can 
get comprehensive benefits at fair and stable premiums. 
 

3) Employers Council on Flexible Compensation (ECFC )  

Health Insurance, outside of government sponsored p rograms, is by and large provided 
to American workers and their families by employers  throughout the country. Group 
plans provided by employers are cost effective and efficient when compared to many 
other programs. How do you propose to support the e fforts of employers to increase the 
quality of health care and to get the cost of healt h care and health insurance under 
control? 

Barack Obama believes that employers play a critical role in our health care system.  The 
Obama-Biden health care plan would build upon our current employer-based system and 
improve it. 

The Obama-Biden plan will make health insurance work for people and businesses - not just 
insurance and drug companies by: 

• Lowering the costs of healthcare by $2,500 per family, a year – this will make it easier 
for businesses to cover their employees and for employees to afford care; 

• Creating a new Small Business Health Tax Credit to help small businesses provide 
affordable health insurance to their employees;  
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• Lowering costs for businesses by covering a portion of the catastrophic health costs they 
pay if they guarantee that such savings are used to reduce premiums for employees; 

• Preventing insurers from overcharging doctors for their malpractice insurance and invest 
in proven strategies to reduce preventable medical errors; 

• Establishing a National Health Insurance Exchange with a range of private insurance 
options as well as a new public plan based on benefits available to members of 
Congress that will allow individuals and small businesses to buy affordable health 
coverage; and 

• Ensuring everyone who needs it will receive a tax credit for their premiums. 

The Obama-Biden plan will reduce costs and save a typical American family up to $2,500 as 
reforms phase in by: 
 

• Investing $10 billion a year over the next five years to move the U.S. health care system 
to broad adoption of standards-based electronic health information systems, including 
electronic health records; 

• Lowering drug costs by allowing the importation of safe medicines from other developed 
countries, increasing the use of generic drugs in public programs and taking on drug 
companies that block cheaper generic medicines from the market; 

• Requiring hospitals to collect and report health care cost and quality data; 
• Reducing the costs of catastrophic illnesses for employers and their employees; 
• Reforming the insurance market to increase competition by taking on anticompetitive 

activity that drives up prices without improving quality of care; 
• Establishing an independent institute to guide reviews and research on comparative 

effectiveness; and  
• Supporting providers to put in place care management programs and encourage team 

care through implementation of medical home type models that will improve coordination 
and integration of care of those with chronic conditions 

 

4) The United States Chamber of Commerce  

Over a hundred million Americans have health, retir ement and other valuable benefits 
voluntarily provided by their employer under a nati onally uniform framework established 
by the 1974 Employee Retirement Income Security Act . However, a number of proposals 
– such as state waivers from ERISA – would eliminat e the framework established under 
ERISA and subject employers to multiple sets of dif fering rules and regulations. Do you 
support the maintenance of the voluntary employer-p rovided system for health and 
retirement benefits? If so, what steps will you tak e to ensure that employers are able to 
continue to provide these benefits uniformly under ERISA?  

Barack Obama’s retirement and health plans build on and strengthen existing employer-based 
systems. The Obama-Biden health care plan maintains patient choice, and establishes a 
National Health Insurance Exchange with a range of private insurance options as well as a new 
public health plan to allow individuals and businesses to buy affordable and accessible health 
coverage similar to that available to federal employees.  Large employers that do not offer 
meaningful coverage or make a meaningful contribution to the cost of quality health coverage 
for their employees will be required to contribute a percentage of payroll toward the costs of the 
national plan. Small businesses will be exempt from this requirement and, if they offer a quality 
health plan to all of their employees and cover a meaningful share of the cost of employee 
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health premiums, will be eligible for a new Small Business Health Tax Credit providing a 
refundable tax credit of up to 50 percent on premiums paid on behalf of their employees.  

Obama recognizes that, due to federal inaction, some states have taken the lead in health care 
reform. Under the Obama-Biden plan, states can continue to experiment, provided they meet 
the minimum standards of the national plan. 

5) National Association for the Self-Employed (NASE )  

The self-employed and micro-business (ten or less e mployees) community are finding it 
increasingly difficult to obtain for themselves or provide to their employees retirement 
and health benefits due to the lagging economy and high costs. As a candidate for 
President, what is your position on mandates? Do yo u support a mandate requiring all 
employers to automatically enroll their employees i nto a retirement savings vehicle (IRA 
or 401K type plan)? Do you support a mandate requir ing all employers to provide health 
coverage to employees? And/or do you support an ind ividual mandate on health care, 
requiring all citizens to purchase coverage?  

Retirement benefits 

Under the Obama-Biden retirement savings plan, larger employers that do not offer a retirement 
plan will be required to automatically enroll their employees in a direct-deposit IRA account.  
Employees can opt out by completing a written waiver, and employers will receive a temporary 
tax credit.  This requirement will not entail any contribution or other out of pocket expense for 
the employer.   

Small and new employers are exempt from this requirement, but will receive a tax credit if they 
voluntarily automatically enroll their employees in payroll-deposit IRAs.  The plan will give 
options to the self-employed to access new, easy-to-enroll IRAs, such as  through the use of 
automatic debit..         

Health care benefits 

Under the Obama-Biden health care plan, large employers that do not offer meaningful 
coverage or make a meaningful contribution to the cost of quality health coverage for their 
employees will be required to contribute a percentage of payroll toward the costs of the national 
plan.  
 
Small businesses will be exempt from this requirement. Barack Obama understands that the 
skyrocketing cost of healthcare poses a serious competitive threat to America’s small 
businesses. To help small business provide quality health care to their employees and to reduce 
the burden on small businesses in our economy, Obama will offer a new Small Business Health 
Tax Credit, which will provide small businesses with a refundable tax credit of up to 50 percent 
on premiums paid on behalf of their employees.  To be eligible for the credit, small businesses 
will have to offer a quality health plan to all of their employees and cover a meaningful share of 
the cost of employee health premiums.   
 
The Obama-Biden health care plan maintains patient choice of doctors and insurance coverage 
and ensures that all Americans have access to quality, affordable health care coverage. By 
requiring insurance companies to cover pre-existing conditions, providing tax credits, and 
bringing down the costs of healthcare by $2,500 per family, the plan will ensure that all 
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Americans, regardless of their health status or history, can get comprehensive benefits at fair 
and stable premiums. 
 
Finally, the Obama-Biden plan will require that all children have health care coverage and will 
expand the number of options for young adults to get coverage by allowing people up to age 25 
to continue coverage through their parents’ plans.  
                                                            

6) American Academy of Actuaries’ Pension Practice Council  

In the past twenty years, many employers have curta iled their traditional pension plans 
(called defined benefit plans) in favor of defined contribution plans, such as 401(k) plans. 
Traditional pension plans guarantee specific lifeti me income to retired workers – and the 
precipitous decline in these plans is having a detr imental effect on Americans’ retirement 
security. Defined contribution plans are designed t o encourage retirement savings, but 
these plans shift 100% of the post retirement risk onto the retirees – who may be ill-
equipped to understand their risks and capably mana ge these risks. 

As a candidate, how would you encourage more risk-f ree and stable retirement income 
opportunities to the American people by either rein vigorating defined benefit pension 
plans or promoting the development of alternative m echanisms?  

Barack Obama will protect and strengthen the largest and most risk-free defined benefit pension 
plan in the United States: our Social Security system.  Social Security is indispensable to 
workers and seniors, and may be the most important and most successful public program our 
country has ever established.  Obama is committed to ensuring Social Security is solvent and 
viable for the American people, now and in the future. 

In the private pension system, defined benefit pensions have unique value in protecting 
American workers.  Their continued decline is regrettable, although, in part, it reflects other 
fundamental trends in our economy and workplace. The Obama-Biden retirement security plan 
will encourage 401(k) and other defined contribution plans to emulate some of the best features 
of defined benefit pensions.  For instance, automatic enrollment in 401(k) plans approximates 
the universal coverage of an employer’s work force that the defined benefit plan has traditionally 
achieved.  Moreover, Obama and Biden will ensure savings incentives are fair to all workers by 
creating a generous savings match for low and middle-income Americans. They will expand the 
existing Savers Credit to match 50 percent of the first $1,000 of savings for families that earn 
under $75,000, and will make the tax credit refundable. To help ensure that this proposal 
actually strengthens retirement investments, the savings match will be automatically deposited 
into designated 401(k) or IRA accounts. Coupled with the automatic workplace IRA proposal, 
this proposal will stimulate tens of millions of new Americans to invest for retirement. Over 80 
percent of the savings incentives will go to new savers, and 75 percent of people eligible for the 
incentives who are expected to participate in the new program do not currently save. 
 
In addition, to provide better protections for pension participants from corporate bankruptcies, 
Obama will work to put promises to workers higher on the list of debts that companies cannot 
shed and will help ensure that the bankruptcy courts do not allow companies to demand more 
sacrifices from workers than from executives when companies fall on hard times.  
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7) National Association of Women Business Owners  

Both the accessibility and the rising cost of healt h care insurance are of concern to many 
Americans, and many business owners as well. In a r ecent survey of our members, fully 
82% reported that “the cost and availability of hea lth insurance for myself and my 
employees” is a very or extremely important issues – second only to the state of the 
economy in importance to them as business owners at  the present time. Further, 47% of 
our members mentioned health care issues, unaided, in an open-ended question about 
what two or three issues would be most important to  their Presidential vote this fall 
(again, second only to the state of the economy).  

While choice, access, and quality of care issues ar e among the most important health 
care issues for business owners, NAWBO members diff erentiate themselves from others 
in their greater than average concern for preventat ive care and wellness issues. In 
particular, our members tell us that it is just as important for them to see preventative 
and wellness care issues included in any health car e reform plan as it is to ensure choice 
of plans and doctors; 91% and 90%, respectively, sa y that it is very or extremely 
important for any health care reform plan to includ e wellness and choice.  

Please explain the major elements of your health ca re reform plan, including how you 
would include preventative care, wellness care, and  continued choice among coverage 
options and providers.  

The Obama-Biden administration will ensure affordable health coverage for all Americans.  
Their plan maintains patient choice, and establishes a National Health Insurance Exchange with 
a range of private insurance options as well as a new public health plan to allow individuals and 
businesses to buy affordable and accessible health coverage similar to that available to federal 
employees.  The Obama-Biden health plan will provide tax credits to people so they can afford 
health care and will reduce the typical family’s medical expenditures by $2,500 per year while 
providing them with more health care options and greater security.  The Obama-Biden plan will 
end insurance company discrimination and guarantee that all Americans – regardless of pre-
existing conditions – will be able to purchase any private insurance plan at an affordable and fair 
price. 

The Obama-Biden health plan will ensure that all Americans have access to preventive health 
care services. Their proposal creates a voluntary national pool, the National Health Insurance 
Exchange, comprised of a range of private plans and a new public plan.  These plans as well as 
all federally supported health plans, including Medicare, Medicaid and SCHIP, will be required 
to cover all essential clinical preventive services with minimal or zero co-pays and deductibles. 
Under the Obama-Biden plan, women will have access to affordable coverage for maternity 
care, reproductive care, cancer screening and treatment, preventive care, mental health care, 
and other necessary services. Obama and Biden will also strengthen partnerships between 
federal, state and local public health authorities to expand access to proven community-based 
prevention programs, extend prevention efforts into workplaces and schools, and support 
federal initiatives. 

Under the Obama-Biden health care plan, large employers that do not offer meaningful 
coverage or make a meaningful contribution to the cost of quality health coverage for their 
employees will be required to contribute a percentage of payroll toward the costs of the national 
plan.  
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Small businesses will be exempt from this requirement. Barack Obama understands that the 
skyrocketing cost of healthcare poses a serious competitive threat to America’s small 
businesses. To help small business provide quality health care to their employees and to reduce 
the burden on small businesses in our economy, Obama will offer a new Small Business Health 
Tax Credit, which will provide small businesses with a refundable tax credit of up to 50 percent 
on premiums paid on behalf of their employees.  To be eligible for the credit, small businesses 
will have to offer a quality health plan to all of their employees and cover a meaningful share of 
the cost of employee health premiums.   
 

8) Society of Professional Benefit Administrators  

Self-funding is the largest source of health benefi ts (much larger than insurance 
company “insurance” policies). As much as 80% of wo rkers in non-federal employee 
benefit health plans use some form of self-funding,  mostly under the ERISA law. 
Congress wisely created ERISA to be the ultimate co nsumer protection system with 
strict fiduciary and transparency requirements regu lated by the IRS and Department of 
Labor. Self-funding also allows nationwide flexibil ity to design health plans for the needs 
and cost effectiveness of each employment group or employees such as collectively-
bargained. We are puzzled and concerned that most d iscussion about health reform uses 
only the very limited term “insurance.” Does non-us e or uninformed tinkering with self-
funding indicate the intent to eliminate or starve the largest mode of consumer-oriented 
health coverage? If not, what role do you envision for this successful self-funding health 
coverage option?  

Vocabulary clarification: Self-funding, also someti mes called self-insurance, 
is a federally-created and regulated funding vehicl e for employee benefit 
plans. An employer for his workers, or a collective -bargained group, 
creates a fund and custom-designs useful types of c overage to function as 
its own “insurance company” known as the Plan. The Plan budgets for, 
administers, and pays claims. What would normally b e insurance company 
profits stay in the Plan for future claims.  

Barack Obama believes that employers – many of which self-insure or self-fund their health 
plans -- play a critical role in our health care system.  Accordingly, his plan will build upon our 
current employer-based system and improve it, incorporating self-insurance and self-funding 
coverage options like those already in place. 

Large employers that do not offer meaningful coverage or make a meaningful contribution to the 
cost of quality health coverage for their employees will be required to contribute a percentage of 
payroll toward the costs of the national plan. Small businesses will be exempt from this 
requirement and, if they offer a quality health plan to all of their employees and cover a 
meaningful share of the cost of employee health premiums, will be eligible for a new Small 
Business Health Tax Credit providing a refundable tax credit of up to 50 percent on premiums 
paid on behalf of their employees.  

The Obama-Biden health care plan maintains patient choice, and establishes a National Health 
Insurance Exchange with a range of private insurance options as well as a new public health 
plan to allow individuals and businesses to buy affordable and accessible health coverage 
similar to that available to federal employees. 
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9) National Retail Federation (NRF)  

The retail industry employs one out every five work ers in today’s economy and is an 
important source of health coverage for our associa tes and their dependents. Our 
industry is eager to assist in efforts to improve t he quality, cost and access to health 
coverage. Americans deserve better value for our co llective health care dollar. The 
National Retail Federation supports comprehensive r eform (see the NRF Vision for 
Health Care Reform) designed to build carefully fro m our present voluntary system of 
financing health coverage.  

If elected, how would you ensure that federal healt h care reform expressly provides for 
continuity of coverage and care for the millions of  Americans who currently enjoy 
employer-sponsored health coverage?  

The Obama-Biden plan both builds on and improves our current insurance system, which most 
Americans continue to rely upon. Under the Obama-Biden plan, Americans will be able to 
maintain their current coverage, have access to new affordable options, and see the quality of 
their health care improve and their costs go down. 

The Obama-Biden plan provides for continuity of coverage for the millions of Americans who 
currently have employer-sponsored coverage. Under the plan, those who are satisfied with their 
current employer-provided plan will keep their plan and benefit by cost reductions of as much as 
$2,500 per year for a typical family.  In addition, the National Health Insurance exchange will 
ensure portability and choice in health care plans so that participants will be able to move from 
job to job without changing or jeopardizing their health care coverage.  

 

10) The National Institute of Pension Administrator s  

What steps will you take to encourage employers to provide retirement plans and 
encourage employees to save for retirement and unde r what circumstances would you 
propose and support a mandatory retirement savings plan, in addition to social security, 
for all working individuals?  

Obama will encourage employers to provide retirement plans and retirement savings 
arrangements, and he will require larger employers that choose not to sponsor a plan to allow 
employees to use the employer’s payroll system as a conduit to forward employees’ own 
contributions to their own IRAs.  The Obama-Biden retirement security program will provide 
more financial incentives for employees to save both within and outside of employer plans, and 
will give employers tax credits to establish payroll deposit IRAs in the workplace.  This will not 
only expand dramatically the employer-based retirement savings arrangements but also will 
have the effect of encouraging many small employers to step up to sponsoring a 401(k) or 
SIMPLE plan.  
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11) Profit Sharing/401k Council of America  

Do you believe that federal benefit laws relating t o retirement plans offered by 
governments should afford tribal governments the sa me status as other governments? 
Do you support legislation that will achieve this p arity?  

Barack Obama is a strong supporter of tribal sovereignty.  He generally supports tribal 
governments being treated the same as state and local governments.  Barack Obama also is a 
strong supporter of the rights of the American worker.  As for tribal retirement plans, legislation 
has already passed both the House and the Senate, and is currently in conference.  Senator 
Obama hopes that tribal leaders and other interested parties are able to reach a resolution, 
taking into account tribal sovereignty and worker protections. 

  

12) The Small Business Council of America  

In the Winter, 2007 Quarterly Newsletter from the W omen’s Institute for a Secure 
Retirement, cafeteria plans or flexible spending ac counts are described as follows: 
“These plans allow employees to contribute a portio n of salary, before taxes, to accounts 
designated for health care expenses, including prem iums and child care expenses…If 
you don’t have one at your job, ask your employer a bout setting one up. You can reduce 
your federal taxes and have more money left to fund  your retirement account.” Actually 
cafeteria plans are far better for employees than t his description because each employee 
is generally allowed to select from a variety of be nefits the ones that the employee wants 
or needs most (hence the derivation of the name “ca feteria plan”).  

Unfortunately due to the tax code, small business o wners, whether they operate as sole 
proprietors, partners, LLC members, or 2% or more S ub-S owners are all prohibited from 
participating in a cafeteria plan. Further, the tax  code sets forth discrimination tests 
which make it all but impossible for the remaining small business owners (only those 
owning stock in a C corporation or owning less than  2% in a Sub-S corporation) to have 
any meaningful benefit from the plan. Not surprisin gly, this creates quite a disincentive 
for small business owners to provide these plans fo r their employees. Even though 
cafeteria plans can provide health insurance, denta l insurance, life insurance and 
disability insurance, they are prohibited from offe ring long term care insurance as one of 
the benefits that can be provided to employees. Giv en the longevity of our aging 
population, we should be providing people with the opportunity to buy this insurance in 
an easy, tax free, payroll deduction way – exactly what a cafeteria plan provides 
employees.  

Senators Snowe, Bingaman and Bond have come up with  a “SIMPLE” cafeteria plan bill 
which would allow small business owners to particip ate in a cafeteria plan, provide a 
small business exemption from discrimination tests in exchange for the company 
making a contribution on behalf of its employees an d among other needed reforms, 
allows long term care insurance to be offered as an  optional benefit under the plan. The 
input of all major small business associations and cafeteria plan providers was solicited 
on this important legislation and it has the suppor t of all of these groups.  
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As President would you support the initiative to pr omote small business cafeteria plans 
so that employees and owners of small businesses ca n enjoy this same benefit offered 
by larger businesses and governmental entities? 

Barack Obama would welcome the opportunity to work with the Small Business Council of 
America and other stakeholders to explore ways to assist small business in providing health 
care, retirement, and other benefits to their employees.   

13) Pensions & Investments Magazine  

Pension funds lately seem to have become a scapegoa t in Congress. For example, there 
are proposals to limit their investments in energy and agricultural commodities and tax 
them on their oil and gas investments. But pension funds also help with job creation 
through their venture capital investments and are v ital contributors to the growth of the 
capital markets. How would you, as president, recon cile these too seemingly disparate 
faces of pension funds — are they important contrib utors to the economy or are they 
speculators who need to be reined in?  

Pension funds are a key element of our economy.  They contribute importantly to private 
investment in the United States, holding several trillion dollars of “patient capital” which is 
invested over the long term. 

Barack Obama understands that, under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA), adapted from the law of trusts, fiduciaries of pension plans are held to the highest 
standards of care and prudence – a “prudent expert” standard -- in making their investment 
decisions and evaluating potential risk and return.    Whether particular investments can play an 
appropriate role in a plan’s investment portfolio may depend on the specific nature of the 
investment, how much of it the plan invests in, and how it fits into the plan’s investment policy 
and into the entire portfolio, including whether it contributes to an overall diversification of risks. 

 
Obama supports full disclosure of pension investments.  When companies fail to disclose their 
investments, the resulting lack of transparency can make it easier for fund managers to make 
imprudent or even fraudulent investment decisions.  Obama will ensure that all employees who 
have company pensions receive annual disclosures about their pension fund’s investments, 
including full details about which projects have been invested in, the performance of those 
investments and appropriate details about probable future investment strategies.  This measure 
will provide employees and retirees important resources to make their pension fund more 
secure.   
 

14) The Pension Forum  

Congress in passing IRC Section 409A contemplated p utting an end to the practice of top 
officers in publicly traded companies walking away with literally millions of dollars in 
non-qualified deferred compensation plans, even as a company was going down in 
flames. Unfortunately, after 400 pages of complex r egulation, IRS has determined that 
Congress also intended to apply this code section t o virtually every operating agreement 
set up by a small business. The effect of this is t hat owners of small businesses must 
review, among other things, their employment agreem ents, buy-sell or other purchase 
agreements, stock options, restricted stock arrange ments, partnership agreements, 
limited liability company operating agreements, and  numerous other standard business 
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arrangements. It is even possible that money that i s to go out to a retired owner based on 
receivables coming in after the owner’s retirement may be subject to this code section. It 
is going to cost small businesses hundreds of thous ands of dollars to comply with this 
code section that is basically meaningless in the c ontext of a small business.  

Small businesses and our Nation’s economy would be better served if small business 
owners rather than giving fees to their tax advisor s to cope with this super complicated 
new tax code section were able to invest this money  in their companies thereby making 
their businesses more profitable and contributing t o our Nation’s economy. If you 
become President, would you urge Congress to restri ct the impact of this code section to 
the companies that were originally intended and car ve out an exception for businesses 
whose net worth is below a certain amount or for sm all businesses utilizing a pass 
through entity?  

Barack Obama would welcome the opportunity to work with the Pension Forum and other 
stakeholders to examine this issue and explore additional ways to assist small business in 
providing benefits to their employees.   


